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This work suggests an approach to assure generation of
aesthetically pleasing design candidates with high technical
performance. By employing an aesthetically-driven initial
population as input to an evolutionary algorithm using
technically-oriented fitness functions and a filter to assure
diversity, the method guides the algorithm toward candidate
solutions that are both aesthetically pleasing and technically
proficient. The aim is to overcome criticism of design automation systems that accomplish high technical performance but
low aesthetic quality. The method involves review of related
research, prototyping a software, and testing the prototype
with one or more tests. The prototype, under development, first utilizes parametric modeling for form generation.
Aesthetic parameters are introduced to generate the initial
population in two steps: (1) creating analytical diagrams that
expresses aesthetic ideas derived from architectural theory,
and (2) generating synthetic models through parameterization of the aesthetic variables. As a test-case, the process of
analytical diagrams devises aesthetic parameters from the
modern language of architecture of Bruno Zevi, applying
them to a test-case of Richard Meier’s Atheneum. Next, a
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm that employs simulation-based fitness functions to optimize the environmental
performance will be incorporated into the workflow. A form
diversity algorithm that has been developed in a prior work
will be incorporated to ensure that redundant forms are eliminated from the candidate set and condense the candidate list
into distinctly different candidates. The workflow can then
loop back to another generation in the evolutionary algorithm or terminate with a set of Pareto optimum solutions
with high aesthetic performance. This research plan is under
implementation.
INTRODUCTION
Architectural design is a complex process that requires the
use of different tools and methods to produce and assess
form in response to building functional requirements such as
program, structure, and environmental performance, in addition to essential design aspects of aesthetics, and sociological
and psychological impacts.10 In particular, aesthetics in building design yield direct impact on quality of life.6, 20 The aim of
building morphology is mainly the generation of form which is
a crucial step in the early stages of design.35 On the other hand,
architectural choices on the physical building forms and their
systems must be made to simultaneously satisfy potentially
conflicting objectives and can be treated as a Multi-Objective
Optimization (MOO) process.27 In such an optimization, rating
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design options according to only performance often does not
produce interesting forms;7 additional spatial prescriptions of
the quality (aesthetics) of solution candidates are needed.35
Form aesthetics should be integrated into optimization as a
primary design objective.36 Architectural design methods can
equally benefit from the combination of optimization methods
and quality assessment of generated forms.35 Current research
experiments confirm the capabilities of using comuptational
tools to significantly expedite building design to follow a particular architectural style yet in a performance-driven approach
to achieve both aesthetic goals and efficiency.14
Identified in related literature are two problems. first, a successful MOO process for building design should meet the
aesthetic expectations of creative and expressive forms.8 A
major issue in current architectural optimization models is
a lack of aesthetic consideration where the focus is more on
the quantifiable objectives. Second, due to slight changes in
their parameters, building forms that result from a generative system can be similar and redundant. Checking several
similar candidates can be computationally expensive and may
overwhelm designers when interacting with the optimization platform. There is still a need for methods that facilitate
designers’ interaction by decreasing an unwanted number of
design solutions that may be generated in automated optimization platforms.38
To address the first problem, designers can formalize aesthetic
principles into representations and algorithms to be incorporated into the optimization process. In our work, we utilize the
aesthetic variables of the formal language of modern architecture to evolve “automatic diagrams”. Automatic diagrams
are defined as abstracted representations of a scheme that
are generated from the Evolutionary Algorithm run, after using
aesthetic variables that have been interpreted into constraints/
parameters in form making. Architectural diagrams are equally
significant in both functional studies and aesthetic studies.11
Aesthetic principles can be diagrammed to effectively highten
awareness of aesthetics and provide designers with a tool by
which aesthetic ideas can be invented and refined.24 Diagrams
can be used at the beginning of design process to isolate ideas
and improve design cognition, and after design to isolate main
concepts in desribing architecture through post-analysis.12
To solve the second problem, when generating variant
building forms, it is important to guide the evolutionary
process to produce highly diverse forms and avoid having
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to analyze similar solutions. One could develop and utilize
an algorithm to compare the generated building forms and
reduce design options to only distinctly variant solutions.
This will help reduce computation time while considering
diverse design options. In addition, the reduced set of highly
diverse forms may enhance interaction by designers and
facilitate decision-making.
We aim to create a parametric and constraint-based prototype that may be capable of expressing key aspects of
aesthetics, allowing tests of conformance with formal principles of a style while simultaneously allowing analysis of
building performance. Our investigation has implications
for computational design process in education and practice.
The paper is organized as follows. The background section
gives an overview of the existing work and introduction to
the main concepts and technical areas. The methods part
introduces the workflow, focusing on prototype development and the test-case. The prototypical protocol consists
of three main phases: form generation, optimization, and
form comparison. This paper is focused on introducing the
prototype, and the form generation phase. Under-progress,
is the optimization and application of form diversity algorithm of the test-case. Finally, discussion, conclusions and
research significance are provided.
2. BACKGROUND
A review of literature to establish a point of departure for
this research includes topics of Form Generation including
Aesthetic Variables and Analytical Diagrams, Performance
Evaluation run in a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm,
Automatic Diagrams, and Form Diversity and Designers’
Interaction. The following explains these concepts by reference to prior work.
2.1.FORM GENERATION
Parametric Modeling is a general methodology for defining models with constraints and variable parameters to
enable generative form-making according to use of rules
to automatically update design options based on changing
parameters.2 Parametric design tools provide rapid iterations, often to achieve aesthetic form evaluation and to
respond to environment-related requirements of energy
savings, maximized daylight performance and respond to
other criteria. This makes it significant to achieve performance-based design objectives by aiding in the generation
of multiple, discrete solutions.9 The use of parametric
modeling enables a designer to transition from designing
one solution to designing a system that generates multiple
solutions.30 It is important to note that shape grammar, a
method developed to address formal computation for the
algorithmic definition of languages of spatial designs, is
parametric in specific ways.29
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2.1.1.FORMAL AESTHETIC VARIABLES IN FORM
GENERATION
Despite the view that aesthetics are idiosyncratic, general
principles for building forms do exist.25 Primarily, two notions
of aesthetics have been identified: (1) formal, concerned
with structure of forms or formal aesthetics, (2) semantic or
symbolic aesthetics, related to human responses to the form
content, and the individual’s internal representation of the
building’s meaning.25,22 Factors of formal aesthetics include
shape, proportion, rhythm, scale, order, complexity, color,
illumination, hierarchy, spatial relations, ambiguity, surprise,
incongruity, and novelty.17,22,25,33 This paper focuses on the
language of formal aesthetics and does not address semantic
aesthetics.
Various works have attempted to define styles/ languages and
their architectural aesthetics, such as The Classical Language
Of Architecture31, The Modern Language of Architecture by
Bruno Zevi39, The Language of Post-Modern Architecture by
Charles Jencks18, and De-constructivist Architecture.20
Modernist aesthetics remain an important reference in
contemporary 21st architectural aesthetics; recognized architects such as Frank Gehry, Sir Norman Foster, Peter Eisenman,
Richard Meier and others utilize forms that owe largely to
principles of modernism.11 The aesthetic references of the
pioneers of modernism, Frank Lloyd Wright, LeCorbusier, and
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, are still influential in architectural
education and practice.11 Bruno Zevi has elaborated seven
“invariants” that characterize aspects of modernist design;
the invariants help in key decisions regarding aesthetics
without prescribing to particular styles.11,39 Our investigation
utilizes Zevi’s aesthetic variables of the language of modern
architecture, described as follows: (1) functional listing, which
is an activity in architectural design process in which the program and its desired performance is decomposed into units
and sub-units, (2) asymmetry and dissonance is a dictate to
avoid symmetry and follow program requirements and a dissonant pattern, (3) anti-perspective and three-dimensionality
is the use of rich volumetric forms that are produced not for
the sake of easiness to draw a perspective, but to satisfy
functional and expressive objectives, (4) the syntax of fourdimensional decomposition is the quality of space that has
indefinite boundaries to express unlimited expansion instead
of enclosed space, (5) cantilever, shell, and membrane structure declares that structural innovation is a key element in
modernism of which use of advanced structure engineering to create floating and breathtaking forms is pursued, (6)
space in time emphasizes movement and change, and (7)
reintegration of building, city, and landscape is the incorporation of inside-outside relationship in gradation and allows
for multiple readings.11,39
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2.1.2.ANALYTICAL DIAGRAMS
Analytical diagrams have been used to analyze architecture
in various ways. In one interpretation, Palladio adds possibilities of superposition and overlapping of spatial layers
into architectural space making up a “virtual” as opposed
to literal condition.14 Another source for diagrams is the
categories utilized by Kenneth Frampton in a comparative
analysis to articulate principles of modern architecture.16 A
computational approach to generating design forms that are
similar to those created by famous architects, primarily at the
conceptual or schematic level, posits that the vocabulary and
rules for configuration may be captured.13
Analyzing a particular formal language can be considered as the activity of a structuralist who takes an object,
decomposes it and finally recomposes it.5 The aim is to find
intelligible dissection; dissection means separating each and
every element of the analyzed object from each other to find
reusable vocabularies.5 In this study, dissection is pursued
through Zevi’s variables in the form generation process.
2.2.FITNESS FUNCTIONS AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
Architectural design is characterized by involving many, often
conflicting performance criteria. Recently, progress towards
developing optimization methods has been investigated and
integrated into architectural design research.1 Nevertheless,
optimization research has been primarily directed to quantifiable building performance criteria such as construction
costs,26 energy consumption and building systems,40 building envelopes,28 and daylight measures.32 It is recommended
within the environmental performance evaluation platform
to run daylight analysis and energy simulation simultaneously.27 This research considers energy and daylight as the
performance criteria for optimization.
2.2.1.MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY
ALGORITHMS
Real world design problems require simultaneous optimization of multiple, often conflicting, criteria or objectives.15
There are two main methods to solve Multi-Objective
Optimization problems: (1) the weighted sum aggregation,
in which the objectives are given weighting factors and the
sum of weights is the composite objective function, (2) Pareto
optimality, defined by engineer and economist Vilfredo
Pareto, which is to find a family of promising non-dominated
solutions known as the Pareto-front; each solution in this
Pareto set is optimal when no improvement can be made in
one objective without causing degradation in at least one of
the remaining objectives.15
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are search algorithms that
implement mating of pairs of solutions mimicking the natural
selection process in evolution.21 An EA process begins with
a population, often initiated randomly.21 Each candidate in
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the population is tested against fitness functions to determine whether it is an attractive candidate. The population is
culled to include only attractive candidates, which are then
combined to produce the next generation population. This
new population is then used as the initial population in the
EA process and the process repeats until a satisfactory solution is found. The operations of EAs exploit the characteristics
of good solution according to different objectives and create
new non-dominated solutions in parts of the Pareto front;
such characteristics make EAs the most attractive approach
to MOO problems. A Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
(MOEA) has employed Pareto optimality to assist the optimization of all the objectives.15 In this work, we will use a
MOEA-based tool for optimization.
2.2.2.AUTOMATIC DIAGRAMS
Automatic diagrams refer here to diagrams that are automatically generated for each form in the candidate set. The
diagrams can be produced without human intervention
based on the values chosen for architectural parameters.12
The change in parameters during the EA run causes change
in the candidate form, and thus its diagram. The diagrams
are automatically updated. Automatic diagrams are abstract
representations of the candidates, useful for designers to
evaluate aesthetics of the generated forms, filtering the
forms according to their diagrams. If the diagrams are compliant with the stylistic preference, the candidate can be chosen
by the designer, and inserted in a new run of EA. Analytical
diagrams are helpful in the first phase of form generation,
while automatic diagrams are important to choose the final
solutions, post to optimization. Ultimately, the aim is to produce automatic diagrams to facilitate aesthetic evaluation,
cull some solutions and introduce the reduced set into a new
optimization run.
2.3.FORM DIVERSITY AND DESIGNERS’ INTERACTION
To produce a disparate or diverse set of design solutions, optimization methods may be directed to eliminate overly similar
solutions,8, 24 and avoid halting on a local optima by scattering
the search widely in the solution space. Importantly, a successful run of EAs requires a diverse set of design solutions
to increase the possibility of finding a very high performance
solution; a measure of diversity can be utilized to penalize
similar options and quantify diversity of each set of solutions.8 One approach is to use a mixed mode method in which
the user/designer can interact with optimization or let the
EAs take on pure optimization in a back and forth process to
choose the potential parents based on the designers’ preferences.24 This interaction can reduce the fatigue associated
with too many solutions, while maintaining highly varied
candidates.24
3.METHODS
Our research method consists of the following processes:
investigating, prototyping, and testing the prototype.
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Primarily, we aim to enhance optimization methods to
include tasks to insert aesthetic variables into form making,
increase diversity among candidates, and include choice of
solutions based on aesthetic criteria, with the help of automatic diagrams. A prototype is being developed utilizing a
test-case to exercise this prototype. Production of the prototype involves three main phases. (Figure 1). In Phase 1 (form
generation), analytical diagrams of a test case work of architecture are created leading to a synthetic model that can be
changed by changing parameters. Phase 2 (optimization) runs
a generative system to evolve optimal solutions according to
their performance feedback, and Phase 3 (form comparison)
leads to highly distinguished forms. (Figure 1). Boxes in grey
background are essential components that are the major contribution of this work to typical optimization environments.
This paper showcases the prototype framework, specifically
focusing on form generation utilizing aesthetic variables and
analytical diagrams of the test-case. The following is dedicated to the prototypical protocol and its phases.

Figure 1: Research workflow illustrating phases and processes of
prototype.

Figure 2: Steps of creating the Atheneum Building emphasizing the main
syntactical characteristics and configuration.
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3.1.PHASE 1: INITIAL POPULATION
For generating the form, design constraints must be defined
such as: building site, program, design objectives, etc. As
for utilizing aesthetic variables, we are working on two processes: analytical phase, and synthetic.
3.1.1.ANALYTICAL PROCESS
The analytical process in this experiment applies Zevi’s
aesthetic variables to a test case, the Atheneum Building
of Richard Meier, located in New Harmony, Indiana (19751979), to identify its syntactical formal language. The reason
for selecting the test case is due to its distinctive composition,
being an example of modern architecture, and its status as
one of the most important works of Meier. It is important to
note that Meier’s formal language can make the analytical
process feasible because the architect employs a well-defined
style- a consistent use of elements that can be traced from
one building to another.3 However, our investigation aims
ultimately to utilize the general formal principles of modern
architecture; thus, the focus is on Zevi’s variables and their
application to multiple test cases including this one.
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A computational model was created, representing the conceptual design of the Atheneum building, based on Geoffrey
Baker’s Design Strategies in Architecture, in which he analyzes
the Atheneum.4,36 A program has been developed to model the
Atheneum parametrically to understand the formal characteristics of the building. (Figure 2). First, an orthogonal grid was
created with modular boxes (1), then the grid was modified
to accommodate functionality (2), and program zones were
attributed to the grid (3). Next, the main axis was emphasized
by introducing a ramp attaching the auditorium (4). The axes
were tilted (5 degrees), to orient the main routes (5 & 6). A new
rotated square that overlays the primary grid was introduced,
stressed by a screen reorienting the entrance and stairs on the
other side (8). A curved gallery was added, based on two units
of the grid (9), and a light well was added (10). The Atheneum
has more elements, and details, but in this analysis the focus
was on the syntactical features and mass model configuration.
We identified four of Zevi’s variables in this model. (Figure 3).
Asymmetry and dissonance were apparent in the off centered
axes that follow programmatic requirements (the auditorium is
larger than the other spaces), and the tilted axes (1). The form
employs antiperspective, evident through the use of spatially
complex volumetric forms and the overlapping skewed grid
(2). The concept of four dimensionality can be traced in the
flow and indefinite boundaries of spaces, the openness and
unlimited expansion (3). The variable of space in time appears
in the distribution of circulation elements, the use of ramps
and different moments of stairs to carefully direct the use of
space in different times (4). (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Applying Bruno Zevi’s variables to the test-case.
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3.1.2.SYNTHETIC PROCESS
In this phase, the model is parametrized to allow for changes
that are governed by the aesthetic variables as constraints
or/and parameters. The synthetic phase is still in progress,
yet ideas have been elaborated on how to parametrize this
case. For instance, the asymmetry concept should be used
as a constraint to assure that there are no axes of symmetry.
Antiperspective three-dimensionality can be programmed so
that overlapping grid and complexity are maintained, through a
range of parameters to control angles. Functional listing of spatial elements requires that the elements are clearly articulated
one from another, while fourth dimensional decomposition
requires defining elements to be eroded or dissolved to avoid
a cellular composition.
3.2.PHASE 2: FITNESS FUNCTIONS & OPTIMIZATION
In our prototype, design objectives of a minimum energy use
and preferred daylight measure will be targeted as the performance objectives. In this phase, first, spacial descriptions are
attributed to the model, adding programs (functions) to spaces,
materials to all surfaces and assigning climatic conditions, all
required for conducting energy simulation. In addition, assigning sky conditions, and adding sensors are often required for
daylight grid-based analysis. Retrieving the daylight and energy
analyses of the synthetic model will be connected to assigning the fitness functions. For the fitness functions, the minimal
energy use, and a preferred daylight measure, such as illuminance values between (300-3000 lux) will be used as the fitness
values. The search in the MOEA will be on finding the model
options that are more fit in each optimization run, until Pareto
optimization is met.
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3.2.1.AUTOMATIC DIAGRAMS AND THE SOLUTION
SET
While the synthetic model represents the overall configuration and the main rules used, the resulting multiple possible
alternatives generated from changing the parameters through
the MOEA run are the automatic diagrams (optimal solutions). The purpose of using automatic diagrams is to aid in
assessing the resulting forms and examine the diagrammatic
qualities. This can facilitate the aesthetic evaluation of final
solutions. The role of the automatic diagrams is to assist the
designer, by inspecting them to eliminate some candidates
either prior to running another iteration of the EA or in deciding not to run another iteration.
3.3.PHASE 3: FILTERING THE SOLUTION SET
In a prior work, post to optimization, a form comparison algorithm (software program) was developed and implemented
into the system, applied to a grid-based pattern that was
capable of generating a variety of alternatives. The algorithm
calculates the form difference values between each pair of
100 optimal and near-optimal design solutions at generation
10. A threshold was set as a measure for form diversity, and
out of the 100 solutions the algorithm selected 20 of highly
diverse forms.38
This form comparison method will be implemented in the
post-optimization phase in this work to articulate final
solutions and accommodate designers’ interaction and evaluation of forms in the system. After filtering the highly diverse
candidates, the designer utilizes the automatic diagrams to
assess those candidates.
4.DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
This study presents a shift from optimization design methods
that deal with technical performance design objectives into
optimization that incorporates objectives in aesthetics. A
new architectural design optimization framework has been
suggested and explained. The work is still in progress, and
upon completion we plan to make the prototype available as
an open-source framework usable in widely-available modeling programs.
For the next step, experiments that utilize additional recognized modern buildings as test cases for analysis are needed.
A potential improvement is to test incorporating a fitness
function for aesthetics. The simulation and optimization
experiment in a previous work proved successful in evolving optimal solutions, with expected behavior of satisfying
the energy and daylighting measures. The developed algorithm for form comparison has led to highly different forms,
eliminating similar geometric forms. Nevertheless, further
development is needed for the form comparison. Finally,
after completing a fully working prototype, validation experiments are needed to test whether it is perceived useful in
practical design problems.

5.RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
The significance of this work is to improve the capability of
design methods in general and architectural design optimization in particular to integrate qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of multiple design options. This research could
lead to a new system for architectural design optimization by:
• Incorporating formal aesthetics into computer-aided
building design platforms to fulfill the significant
aesthetic criterion, often ignored in simulation and optimization platforms.
• Providing a prototype and platform that makes it feasible
for designers to consider re-thinking current optimization models.
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